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A b s t r a c t

?he internal structure of a double asynmetric rotator is

revealed in vector potential A yia a proposed polar represen-
И a -

tation (PR). In the functional Integral a natural gauge choice

exists in PR not accompanied by Paddeev-Popov ghosts and Gribov

ambiguities. Classical equations in PR ere written in terms of

only gauge invariant quantities. Instantons and magnetic mono-

poles in the Bcgomolny-Prasad-Soinmerfleld limit as well аз the

color-magnetic field of the 'tHooft-Polyakov monopole are

studied in PR.
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1. Introduction.

One of the main questions in treating a gauge field theory

is the separation of gauge invariant degrees of freedoa and a

proper treatment of pure gauge degrees of freedom. TO» latter

conceal a major part of dynamics and topology. When they are

eliminated, e.g. via the Gauss' law condition, one can visua-

lize the Coulomb law with asymptotic freedom corrections etc.

/1/.

A connected problem is the gauge choice dependence rnich

arises when theory is formulated both in functional integral

and Hamiltonian approach. A typical example is the appearance

of Paddeev-Popov ghosts /2/ in the соvariant gauge and the eo-

oalled Gribov ambiguity both in that and in the Coulonb gauge

/3/.

In an earlier paper of the author /4/ the so-called polar

representation (PS) of vector potential Â  wa* applied in the

Hamiltonian formalism in the temporal gauge to explicitly

construct Hamiltonian In terms of new variables. It vsa ehown

there that the expression thus obtained allows both for the

usual perturbptive expansion in powers of g and for a new ex-

pansion in powers of 1/g. The role of pure gauge degrees of



freedom In namlltonian dynamics was there elucidated.

In the present paper we analyze the Lorentz-invariant PI?

of the vector-potential A in arbitrary gauge in the Yang-

Mills theory. We show that the pure gauge degrees of freedom

can be separated in an explicit «ay.

We also show that Paddeev-Popov ghosts and Gribov ambigui-

ties do not appear in the theory when some natural gauge condi-

tions are imposed.

The PR reveals an internal structure of the Yang-Mils

vector potential which makes i t similar to a double asymmetric

rotator (double - in color and ordinary space) with in general

unequal and variable moments of inertia in the body-fixed sys-

tem - Ap^t n * 1,2,3» Those Лд, * which are Lorentz and gauge

invariant, define the internal symmetry of Yang-Hills fields. A

classical solution may be symmetric (all *r. are equal), partly

symmetric (two of A*, are equal) or asymmetric. The di.?:'erence

between these cases may be of physical importance, e.g. i t may

reveal itself in the quantum spectra obtained in the quantiza-

tion around classical solutions.

We use PR Below to write the instanton solution /5/, and

the monopole solution In the Bogomolny-Prasad-Sommerfield H.mi

/6,7/ and show that they are symmetric* We also analyze the co-

lor-magnetic field of the 'tHooft-Polyakov monopole /8,9/ and

show that i t has internal asymmetric structure.

The paper i« organized as follows. In Section 2 we formu-

late the PR* In Section 3 we discuss gauge choices and the Pad-

deev-Popov determinant. Section 4 is devoted to classical equa-

tions in the PR language. In Section 5 we analyze instanton so-

lutlona and in Section 6 - magnetic monopole solutions. Section
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7 conclude* the paper with a abort auaaary and outlook.

2. The polar representation (PR)

The FH i s well known /10/ for a real nxn xatriz.

«here f and h are both orthogonal nxm matrices and Jf la a

diagonal matrix. Гог real rootangular matrix nxm there la an

analog of (1), obtained In the.context of collective ooordinet«e

of many-particle systea /11,12/; i t may be written in the fora
л А

(1) where f la nxn orthogonal matrix and h la mxe orthogonal

matrix,, while j» in diagonal and the number of its^fero ele-

aeata la equal to ain [ш,и.у •

The fora (1) la preferred by orthogonal transforaationa

acting on lades 1 or Index a. Indeed, i f B̂  la aagnatie field

of 3U(2) Yang-alll* theory, then gauge transformation* look like

B-*& M.3R , where & la an orthogonal gauge matrix, hence

only Ь i» (1) la replaced by hP, while f and E are gauge In-

variant.

In Appendix 1 we deaeribe a procedure of finding explicit

7R for a aatrLz В., •

for the rector potential the gauge transformation (g,t. ) la

(2)

where we for convenience us* the Buclidean space. Therefore the

fora (1) for A would not be preserved by *>t.

We suggest a modified polar representation for A t



4** - Jr* *«- Ь* - ̂  Ljt у ̂  4 ^
 (3)4**

where if ie a 4x4 orthogonal matrix, И is a diagonal matrix

with only 3 nonzero elements and h is a 3x3 orthogonal matrix.

Bote, that in (3) only a rectangular 4x3 part of the matrix f

enters.

Comparing (3) and (2), one finds that uader g.t. £ is

•imply rotated:

while И and f are gauge invariant*

low eino* t ie orthogonal, the 0<4) Euclidean rotation

should set on i t as a right shift:

* j- ~ & T (5)

Therefore the representation (3), which w« shall also call

fS ( Is preserred under gauge transformations and space-time

rotations*

It i s clear from (3) that A ., „ behaves as a 4-vector under

4-spaee rotations i f ^ ^ behaves as a 4-vactor. However the

latter i s not necessary, i f a l l X*, ere equal. In this case in

(3) the product fh enters and Juic- should behave as a 4-vector

liodulo gauge transformations". An example of this situation i s

given by instanton solutions /5/ and i s considered in Section 5-

finally we remark that the usual ?R like (1) can be proved

rigorously /10/, whereas the modified form (3) Is rather a rea-

sonable assumption» In addition one imposes a requirement on

end к-ал. to be single-valued and regular functions of -t .



Уог the root of the paper we s.ssume (3) to Ъе valid but do not

impost! specific conditions on f(x) and h(x).

3. Gauge conditions and Faddeev-Popov determinant

i'he Pit (3) contains 12 real parameters: 6 in ^ „ . , 3 in ^

ала 3 in A-,t<c. . Three parameters can be done away using a

jau.^c condition. Let us s ta r t with the temporal gauge. In this

zixae :v'j take

--̂ ' 4*. =

/V

and f is now 3x3 orthogonal matrix, containing 3 real parame-

ter s . In this s ituation we have б gauge invariant parameters

(in f and Л ) and 3 pure gauge degrees of freedom (in h), and

these numbers are the same for a l l gauge conditions. Note that

we can write the temporal gauge condition in a gauge-invariant

way:

/ J =° (7)

Indeed restr ict ing oneself to time-independent gauge matrices
л л

h aud R in (2)-(3), one obtains the equivalence of conditions

(7) and AQ a 0. Three remainung gauge parameters can be removed

by an appropriate gauge choice,

-O (8)

The functional integral can be written starting from the

temporal Baniltonlan form using «he Paddeer prescription /2,13/



(9)

where Qg is the infinitesimal gauge transformation operator

and cLbi l Ста.) /" 4 / ^ 3 *h e Paddeev-Popov deten.oinant;

we note that the Poisson brackets / бга, jt^ j measure the

infinitesimal gauge transform of "j/L^ .

Proceeding in a atandard way /13/ we .rritc

(и)

Inaerting (11) into (9) and performing the Gauasian integ-

ral over E. we obtain the manifestly Lorentz-covariant forra:

where the Laerangian i s

and

/A.
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When A =• JbitlG4) J-gj nontrivlally depends on A

.,ne Gets Paddeev-Popov c^osts / 1 / . If, in addition Л charges

aign on the functional space of A u , the Gribov ambiguity oc-

curt; / 3 / . One example is given by the Coulomb gauge choice, in

which сазо

X-./A'- 2,At«-j ̂ [(r^Ylj = % 3, - Л'А) (is)

and Л (A) has zero eigenvalues /3/ for large enough value of

Another example with qualitatively the same properties is

the covariant gauge condition, «X. /yuL. = 0.

In contraat to that in the PR we make the following gauge

choice

i L T

With this choice the Paddeev-Popov determinant i s easily compu-

ted to be a constant:

oLd{

Hence the ghosts and the Gribov ambiguity do not appear, and

[cr*., /*t].
 i n

 (12) can be disregarded.

To get somewhat simplidtic picture one may visualize a

gauge orbit of the PR fixed by some value of jiltAb, . When
л

h runs over all S0(3) values cue obtains the full gauge orbit*

Now the condition (16) requires that integration over 2 A
ltt
,

should go over different orbits and not along an orbit* The

gauge operator G
&
, ou the other bend, drives along th* gouge



orbit and /4^;/^J contains information on how the gauge con-

dition changes along the gauge orbit. Actually, eiiit{ ̂ П^Упл. г

measures the angle between the path of integration and a given

orbit; whenever thi3 angle vanishes, there is a nearby orbit,

which crosses the path of integration at least twice. In the PR

with the choice (16) this never happens, while in the Coulomb

gauge this may happen for large enough field amplitude/3/.

Let us consider other possible gauge conditions. Generalisa-

tion from (6>, (16) to any axial gauge, /г^А^л. = О, is

straightforward: one ch.03es 3 nonzero ,)^ in the directions per-

pendicular to Ku. and puts the component of J-u^n- » parallel to

JW » equal to zero. In this way one gets the sane Eqs.(6),(1o)

up to a remuneration.

It is instructive to compare the variables in Pit and in the

Coulomb gauge. In the firot сазе we start with the л = 0 gauge,

and we have 6 gauge invariant and 3 pure gauge degrees of free-

dom in AJ , Eq.(3). Further on, the gauge choice (16} eliminates

3 gauge degrees of freedom and we are left with 6 gauge invariant

degrees of freedom in (9)» Finally in (12) we introduce again

A as a subsidiary variable, which plays the role of gauge

degree of freedom* The same happens in the Coulomb gauge. In

this case in (12) we again have A in the same role, and the

Coulomb gauge choice J^ inj^ <?
t
' A

(CL
^O eliminatoa 3 longi-

tudinal degrees of freedom.

We conclude this Section by specifying the measure which

appears in functional Integral (12J
1
 when using the PR:

«here df stands for the Haar measure of the S0(3) group.
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equations In the PR.

It i s convenient to rewrite (3) In the matrix form $U{2.)

where SL ie connected to Л„а as: /яд.-- £&№

We shall use the notation

which helps to write f — -*-• **•- — "
 /
~
t
*"'~'

in the form:

/^,|ЛУ^**Я C21)

where we have defined:

* * Ъ
Л

The dual fields £ aa» expressed through F^ ем£"

and the selfduality condition Г ~ Гм^ reduoes to

Ve note at this point that C^^ contain* only ftauc*

Tariant quantities and duality •quationn (24} also relate g . i .

ccmponanta. Нокетег ^Cy oonteiae supexfliuKui «oaponeats of



1С

which should be exoluded using воя» gaug» condition. E.g.

In the temporal gauge m put y ^ » о .

We now turn to claesical equations for pure Tang-Mills

theory without external sources and quarks:

Д. Kit e ° i25)

where

Ъи S ^ . — i^f L^/"j (26)

Substituting (19) aad (21) into (25) we obtain a simple

fora i

" = P (27)$

where n runa от-аг 1 to 3» and f/,y • 1,2,3^.

In tenus of V/тк, o n e oon rewrite (27) ae

* * * •

We will not go into a detailed study of classical equations

(27)-(28). One important feature of those eq?. i s that i t i s

written solely in terms of g*i» quantities. However, superfluous

components иСщ, are also present in (27)-(28), as in (22) and

(24)» Again, the temporal gauge condition can be used in (28),

У***1 Щц,~О » which results in many simplifications.

?'or constant (x-indepcndent) field configurations one ob-

tains from (28) a general solution



(29>

II

which means that among Ял only one Is nonzero, i . e . A . a In

(3) factorials In indices f4 and a. In this case, however

5. Inatantons In РД

In this and subsequent Section we analyze the moat impor-

tant classical solutions, inetantona and magnetic monopoles,

from the point of view of ?K. Our aim here i s to rewrite the

instanton and multiinstanton solution in PR, Eq. (3). If one

can do t h i s , then there i s a gauge choice, e.g.

and hence A. i s proportional to some 0(4) matrix»

I t appears that the singular gauge form of inatanton solu-

Г
tion for A /14,15/ has this property, i . e .

Г

Here V^ are so-called 'tHooft coefficients

f*y J /*= 4 (32)

One can identify in (31) the 0(4) matrix / . as followi
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(33)

where X — Лг •** • Oaing the known properties of
/14,15/ we get orthogonality condition

It, In addition* one defines

/±_ (35)

then aleo another conditions hold

4
У7

O 6 )

That is» J/j*«. ie an 0(4) matrix.

Comparing (33) with (30) one obtains for

(37)

Benct И4, does not depend on n, which haa profound topo-

loglcal coneequences - the direction of body-fixed axis in (3)

ie arbitrary and Lorentz space and color opace are intimately

connected, AH** ~ U jt<» Indeed let us aak how -fpfi (33)

change under 0(4) space rotations. To this end we first express

the 3U(2) subgroup generator I through the tensor of 0(4) ro-

tatious Muv t



Ль ~~ f~ {*№ / 7
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(38)

Hence /7ЛА/ ̂ £ » **ere ^ i s i color 3-vector, behaves as

an antisymmetric tensor. Therefore ^ , л ££. i* a 4-vector

with respect to 0(4) epaee rotet ions, or, equlvalently, i f one

makes a color 0(3) rotation simultaneously with the space 0(4)

rotation, then A transforms as a 4-vector. This i s in ассог-

dance with the general principle, that gauge variant tensors be-

have l ike tensors under space rotations modulo gauge transforma-

t ions.

We note from (37) that Д, i s weakly singular at the center

of Instanton, J. — JU, . This singularity does not appear in

One can generalize (31) to the multiinstanton оаяе using

the «tHooft anzata /14,15/:

where

and J>{ , .2Г* are the size and center position of an i - th in-

stanton.

To rewrite A Um in PR we define
Г а

(41)
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where

Y « У f< (X~ **? (42)

Рог Аь, we obtain from (39)

J ^ J Д. /J^~ (43)

One can easily check that -ft**, ̂ ^ satisfies orthogonali-

ty conditions (34)-(36).

6. Magnetic monopole in PR

a) An 0(4) form for Prasad-Sommerfield solution

' n&tnral way from instantons to magnetic monopoles is

through the so-called periodic instantons /16/, which obtain

when one aligns instantons in (49) alonjg the x.-axis in the

Euclidean «pace: Xf?0 •=- tlB j -^^p •=• О; Pn. = f'.

fe get from (40)

A. connectio- can be established /16/ between this solution

(lq.(4O) with ИПх)-+М(х»)г) froa (U)) and the Prasad-Som-

aerfield eolation /6/, wben one takes the limit P —* oo .

11th the notation 4p^= У we obtai.n

(45)



1 5 л(Ъ)
The Praead-Soamrfield solution /^ ' obtains Па а

gauge transformation applied to (45):

3, +j-

with

Or» gets in thie way

AA "

А„ — (A VA J fli*. J

(46)

(47)

-C4B)

{tiff / jfr (50)

Vote that the form (45) i s periodic in Euclidean time, while ,

does not depend on time altogether. Similarly to (39)-(42) tie

can introduce a vector уСм.(К> Xv/ and obtain Хц, in terras ot

аз in (43)» namely:

(51)

Cl/r-
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.52)

(53)

(54)

Thus we Ьате implemented the Prasad-Somnerfield monopole

solution in a 0(4) (соvariant) form and found (periodic in time)

gauge invariant representation with parameters A and
V

b) The 'tHooft-Polyakov solution.

The solution /8,9/ hae the fora (in the hedgehog gauge):

<55)

field in

•ad 1* ooimected to tbe corariant derirattve Д , 7g^ via the

equation /7/



/7> Ф) _ о

•.7П'-- ГО

'«- (57)

(58)

boloiv v.-c ri::d the РЛ for 3 i a (and 2>,9^ ) , dolaj'ins 1 he ful l

analysis of A. to future puDlicatlon3.

'•Vo notice that (56) and (58) have the real symmetric form

and tJioi'tifoi'o irj diucor.alizod vrith thu iielp of an orthogonal

matrix 0,,,:

О*МО---Л , or 0ie Mllr 0^- Л £ ,

Tlie eiyonvalucii of U-. a^o to be found from

and eas i ly found to be:

/\( = /lz =/> ; ^V= y V (62)

In this way internal (body-fixed) axis are defined which

explicitly prefer some direction if q f 0. The matrix 0 ^ can

эе parametrized as in



г я

where У is золо unit 3-vector, and Q is connected to of, ac:

The spontaneous violation of symmetry mentioned above

brings about a new unit vector e directed alonj; the axis 3

(where /Ij "^ Л, 2 iis defined). In terms of i t we find fro::i (GU)

Some useful formulae are

Hence we dofinu in a G^uge invariant way the three eigen-

values of B. :

(67)

where the direction of 3 is indeed arbitrary. In this way the

monopole is an asymmetric rotator at each apace point which is

more like an oblate ellipsoid ( /1^ > A
tj
 ± at /"-*> oe ).

The significance of this fact for the spectrum of quantum

aonopole «ill be discussed elsewhere.

?• Conclusion

le have introduced in this paper the PR for vector poten-

tial A~ and studied how it works in the functional integral,

classical equations, and particular classical solutions. It



sterno that FIJ ii: a useful tool, revealing a completely nev/ in-

ternal structure of gauge fields - namely that of a double алуп-

metric rotator with moments of inertia and body-fixed axis

changing fron point to point in space-time- In addition one can

separate clearly pure gauge degrees of freedom and formulate the

SU(2) ьви£° theory aolely in terms of gauge invariant quantities.

Ac a result yaddeev-Popov ghosts and Gribov ambiguities do not

appear in the PR.

Î any important questions are 3t i l l to be clarified. Pir3t

of a i l , the possibility of the use of PR was not proved, but

rather assunied. If i t is justified, one 3hould find PR explicit-

ly for vector potential in the сазе of 'tHooft-Polyakov monopole.

The fora of ГН зеепа to be well suited tor the discussion of

topologieal structure in terao of gauge-invariant variables -

wo leave all thcoe queations for future publications.
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Appendix 1

a) How to cant B i a in the form ( i ) . Pom real .--утаюtri

matrices end diagonalize thej" in the ur.ual way

В KG. "= ~/.к ~

Now b and P. can be used to dia^onalize 3̂

w i t h £ m ••=• ^/w - ^

b) PR of vector potential A- and magnetic field 3. i s not

written with the same matrices ( i . e . the body-fixed fra'ies foi*
Aia ^ ^ ^ia a r e ^n £ e i i e r a^ different).

Ji.g. B i a via (20)-(21) i s

Where ^"д, i s not proportional to an orthogonal matrix ( ^ n ) ,

since in general $}» %», ^ fn/n f*

c) Soao useful formulas for SU(2) and orthogonal matrices.

Using an identity for SU(2) matrices Ы,Ы

i

•e obtain the connection between fL and >&»*_ in (3),(19)

£ Zlbfi*jtrtf*rJ+ £*-"• &" (A.5)
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The following identity is useful to deduce (A.5)

27 *£ # - * 4,^ - C, £r U-T)

d) In proving (4) from (2)-(3) one needs the formula valid

for 3x3 orthogonal matrices H:

from which one can proceed ae follows:
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